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A Little Life
My Brilliant Friends: Our Lives in Feminism

By Nancy K. Miller

New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 222 pp., 2019, $28.00, hardcover
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“ In narrating three crucial friendships, Miller explores 

mentoring, ambition, confidences, resentments, jealousies,

provocations, inspirations, and—finally—loss.”

“Schor’s skillful and painterly approach  
to Sophie Halaby’s life, work, and city gives  

insight into the remarkable character  
of an Arab-Russian woman.”

—Leila Hudson, University of Arizona

Paper $34.95   978-0-8156-1112-7

——   N E W  F R O M    ——

Syracuse University Press

 SyracuseUniversityPress.syr.edu   |   800-848-6224

“Friedman brings the fascinating life of  
Claire Myers Owens to light . . . who left home  

and traditional ways behind at age 20 for  
adventures in New York . . . [Rivers of Light]  

examines her prolific writings as a ‘New Woman’  
as well as her late-in-life search for spiritual  

meaning in Zen Buddhism.” 

—Sara Alpern, author of Freda Kirchwey

Paper $34.95   978-0-8156-1107-3

 




